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Tapping into the decision-making
“control centre” to better understand
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WHY REGRET IS A CORE MEASURE
IN THE BEHAVIOUR CHANGE TOOLBOX

Every day we make a myriad of decisions. Most of these

In recent research, we identified that human decisions arise

follow our standard routines, but some require harder

along a continuum, where multiple cognitive processes,

thinking and potentially lead to new or changed behaviours.

ranging from more mindful to more mindless (i.e. automatic),

Standard shopping habits have been disrupted in the wake of

are operating at the same time. 2 A regulatory process, like

the Covid-19 pandemic, for example, with a large proportion

a controller, monitors and guides this cascade of processes.

of consumers switching to online channels. Our 28-country

The behaviours that result are, to varying degrees, mindful

study shows 45% of people have made purchases online

or mindless and they are often adapted to context. One

more than they did before.

key feature of this regulatory process is its ability to detect

1

cognitive conflicts, inhibit automatic “mindless” responses,
But even in a stable environment, when making everyday

and trigger more deliberative and “mindful” processing of

decisions such as choosing a brand, we might decide to

information, leading to decisions perhaps more suited to

go for a change and try something new – which might then

the situation.

become a new normal.
Regret is an emotion that has been identified in academic
Now, how do we make all these decisions and
which mental processes guide our behaviour?
How can we better assess if a new behaviour
has the potential to become a new routine?

research as a critical part of this cognitive conflict detection
and inhibition process (aka executive adaptive process or
“System 3”) 3 that helps us choose between more heuristicbased (mindless) or more deliberative (mindful) approaches
or preferences.

Figure 1 Regret as part of adaptive cognitive processing
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For example, think about your favourite cereal. You might

case, it will have taken some time, consideration and new

have the habit of consuming a specific brand of cereal and

experiences before your cereal brand choice becomes a no-

it now became a “mindless” choice. You just don’t think

brainer again.

about it when purchasing. Now imagine that, staying at a
friend’s home, you try a new cereal brand which turns out

As a counterfactual emotion, regret allows us to reflect

to taste great.

on what could have happened in contrast with the actual
outcome, forcing us to operate outside of our automatic,

You may start regretting buying your usual brand and

mindless thinking. When it is active, more mindful

this may trigger a questioning of your preference. A

thinking implies that we “scan” and weigh up our options.

reassessment of different cereal brands will happen in your

This counterfactual thinking is also activated when we

mind, engaging automatic and deliberate thoughts, such

consider the regret we may feel if a future action or decision

as price points, flavour, colours, associated memories,

has an undesired outcome – especially when this situation is

etc. Consequently, you may decide to switch brand or

loaded with uncertainty. We call this “anticipated regret”.

to ultimately stick to your favoured one. But, in either

As a counterfactual emotion, regret
allows us to reflect on what could have
happened in contrast with the actual
outcome, forcing us to operate outside of
our automatic, mindless thinking.
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STUDYING REGRET
At Ipsos, along with our academic partners including the

2. BEHAVIOUR “STICKINESS”

LaPsydé laboratory at Paris University, we conducted applied
research to demonstrate how regret, as a key emotional

Anticipated regret regarding future actions can also help

construct involved in decision-making, can be a major driver

marketers understand if a behaviour change (in particular

of behaviour and behaviour change.

a forced one due to a contextual change like the Covid-19
pandemic) is here to stay or might fade away or revert when

In this paper, we outline some of our latest findings which

things return to a normal, for example a shift to online

shed light on this element of consumer and citizen decision-

shopping as the preferred shopping option. Regret can

making processes and explain why we consider regret to be an

guide brands to know how much effort they should put into

critical component in the market researcher’s toolbox. These

encouraging a certain behaviour so that becomes more

three sections focus on how regret can inform us about:

“mindless” to consumers and anchors a new normal.

1. BEHAVIOUR SHIFT

3. BEHAVIOUR INTENT

Regret allows people to mentally cope with inner conflicts

Measuring anticipated regret allows us to capture both

between multiple options. When this inner conflict is, for

mindful and mindless processes that are effectively driving

example, a struggle to choose between brands, measuring

the decisions people make, whatever their decision-making

regret on past behaviour can help researchers gauge

“type”, i.e. whether they are more prone to more impulsive

respondents’ likeliness to change their behaviour.

or considered decisions. This makes it useful to many social
and market research conundrums.

Ipsos is working with leading academics and

the ones of an alternative choice. In fact, by forcing

university programmes to frame the theoretical

us to think against the facts, against what we usually

foundations of our scientific developments:

think, executive emotions activate this critical inhibition

“Our partnership with Ipsos started before the Covid-19
pandemic: we are working together on a general

thinking process to help us appreciate our future
decisions and course of actions.

framework of human behaviours, decisions, and

Our goal here is to develop further knowledge on

opinions. In that context, we have been working on how

individuals’ perception of important topics, like

we could advance this understanding by integrating in

Covid-19, by leveraging theories we are developing in

polls and surveys specific questions on “counterfactual

our lab and that can be used and applied by Ipsos in

emotions”, like regret, that come into play when we

their studies.”

are comparing the consequences of our choice with

Pr. Grégoire Borst Director of the Laboratory for the Psychology of Child
Development and Education (LaPsyDÉ) (CNRS / Université de Paris / IUF).
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BEHAVIOUR SHIFT
Regret helps consumers
to cope with conflicting
preferences and ultimately
leads to behaviour change.

In both countries, we selected a leader and a challenger brand
for a specific test category. All respondents were buyers of
the leader brand. We then exposed half of the sample to an
effective ad for the challenger brand , after which one-third
switched and chose the challenger brand instead.
As well as looking at brand choice behaviour, we also investigated

In 2020, we conducted research in the US and Mexico to

the ad’s impact on other key metrics such as choice regret and

better understand how consumers choose between brands

response time, particularly focusing on differences between

and how advertisement can impact, and potentially disrupt,

“switchers” (respondents who would choose the challenger brand

such decisions.

after viewing the challenger ad) and “non-switchers” (those who
would stay loyal to the leader brand).

Figure 2 Switchers and non-switchers as determined by the impact of ad exposure

PRE AD EXPOSURE

POST AD EXPOSURE

PLEASE SELECT ONE
Leader
Brand

Challenger
Brand

PLEASE SELECT ONE
Leader
Brand

Challenger
Brand

PLEASE SELECT ONE
Challenger
Ad

Challenger
Ad

Source: Ipsos online study in the US and Mexico
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stick with leader brand

Our study provides evidence that marketing interventions –

2. Leader brand buyers who did not switch to the

such as an advertisement – can indeed disrupt an automatic

challenger brand nevertheless took longer to make

mindless decision and cause consumers to change their usual

their selection after being exposed to an effective ad

choice by inducing a more mindful decision-making process.

for the challenger brand, pointing to a disruption of their

We found that these interventions had an impact on:

automated quick decision process (see figure 3).
3. Respondents who switched to the challenger brand

1. Exposure to an effective ad can stop automatic

following ad exposure had stronger memories of this

decision-making, disrupting “habit”. One-third of

ad’s content than non-switchers, suggesting that a more

leader brand buyers switched to the challenger brand

mindful decision-making process that considered the ad’s

after having been exposed to the challenger’s ad.

content and message had been triggered.

Figure 3 Ad exposure impact on response time

Non-switchers (the leader brand buyers) needed more time to make their choice after exposure to challenger brand ad.

PRE AD EXPOSURE
PLEASE SELECT ONE
Leader
Brand

Challenger
Brand

Challenger
Ad

POST AD EXPOSURE
PLEASE SELECT ONE
Leader
Brand

Challenger
Brand

0.8

1.2
1.0
1.1
Response Time index =
Test group response time / Control group response time
0.9

1.3

Source: Ipsos online study in US (June 2020) and Mexico (July 2020), N = 448
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To better understand the dynamics of the decision-making

already exist before ad exposure, making the ad even more

process and assess how regret could help researchers better

impactful. This too can be measured through regret for not

design their interventions, we also asked respondents how

choosing the challenger brand.

much they regretted not having chosen the challenger brand
before and after they viewed the ad.

Overall, the challenger brand’s ad managed to disrupt the
automated (“mindless”) leader brand choice. In promoting an

We found that regret is a strong indicator of conflicting cognitive

alternative choice, it triggered a mental conflict that led to a

processes and potential behaviour change.

more “mindful” style of cognitive processing and encouraged
changes in brand choice.

•

•

Leader brand buyers felt significantly more regret
for not choosing the challenger brand after being

The level of regret for not choosing the challenger brand,

exposed to challenger brand’s ad. Regret revealed

which reflects the extent to which a consumer is considering

the ability of ads to induce inner conflict and impede

the different options, appeared to be a telling sign of

automatic brand selection and loyalty (see figure 4).

potential for behavioural change (aka customer churn).

If people expressed regret before being exposed to
the stimulus (in this case, the ad) they would more

Higher regret indicates we are still scanning options.

readily change their behaviour. The higher the regret for

Representing the ongoing internal process of weighing up

not selecting the challenger brand before ad exposure, the

different options, regret can help researchers gauge the

higher the chances of switching to it. An inner conflict might

appetite for behaviour change.

Figure 4 Regret as a result of ad exposure

Q: "How much do you regret not having chosen the challenger brand?" [0 to 100]
Non-switchers (the leader brand buyers) expressed a greater sense of regret after exposure to the ad.

PRE AD EXPOSURE
PLEASE SELECT ONE
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Brand

Challenger
Brand

Challenger
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POST AD EXPOSURE
PLEASE SELECT ONE
Leader
Brand

Challenger
Brand

40

45

Ipsos online study in US (June 2020) and Mexico (July 2020), N = 186
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50
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Figure 5 Regret before ad exposure as an indicator for brand switching

Q: How much do you regret not having chosen the challenger brand [0 to 100]
(Asked before exposure to the ad)
70

60

50

40

30
Leader brand buyer

Challenger brand buyer

Source: Ipsos online study in US (June 2020) and Mexico (July 2020), N = 279

Inner conflict - as
measured by higher
regret - might already
exist before ad exposure,
making it even more
impactful.
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BEHAVIOUR STICKINESS
Anticipated regret can help
marketers gauge if a change in
behaviour is here to stay.

Shopper behaviour is one of those activities at the centre
of the dilemma. Ipsos tracking found 40% of the world’s
consumers saying that their shopping behaviour changed
radically in 2020, specifically in terms of:

Throughout 2020, consumers struggled with how to

•

Making fewer shopping trips.

handle fears about returning to normal activities following

•

Using grocery delivery services (or ordering online and

the outbreak of Covid-19 as well as the lockdowns and

picking up in store).

restrictions on movement it entailed. Our research found

•

Being more careful about expenditure.

that, during the second half of the year, over 60% of those

•

Stockpiling certain items - particularly food and

surveyed in 13 countries felt we should restart the economy

personal care.

even though about half also felt anxious about resuming
normal activities (see figure 6).

Figure 6 Anxiety amid desire to ”restart” the economy during the pandemic
Q: (T2B Summary) To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following?
Thinking about resuming normal activities after the pandemic makes me feel very anxious
We should restart the economy and allow businesses to open or operate as they choose
70%
65%
60%
55%
50%
45%
40%

Jun 26 - Jul 17 Jun 28
Jul 19

Jul 31 - Aug 12 - Aug 27 - Sep 10 - Sep 24 Aug 2 Aug 16 Aug 30 Sep 13 Sep 27

Source: Ipsos Essentials survey in 13 countries, June - December 2020
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Oct 8 Oct 13

Oct 22 Oct 25

Nov 5 - Nov 19 - Dec 3 Nov 8
Nov 22
Dec 6

To better understand the emotions behind these changes

Our findings demonstrate that choice certainty and

in shopping behaviour, Ipsos conducted research in the US,

anticipated regret play two separate roles in consumers’

France, Italy and China in mid-2020 which showed that many

decisions, the former being more context-driven while the

people were experiencing inner conflict in their desires to go

latter is more reflective of an ingrained behaviour.

out shopping and stay at home to protect themselves and
others from Covid-19.

Shoppers’ intention to shop online for non-essential
goods was driven by a desire to protect themselves from

People expressing this inner conflict, both wanting to stay home

Covid-19. Among people eager to go out shopping during

and to go out and shop, were more likely to anticipate regret

the pandemic, those who also wanted to stay home to

about their future behaviour no matter what the outcome of

protect their health (and were thus “conflicted”) were three

their decision was (i.e. they felt they may regret acting on their

times more likely to shop online than their non-conflicted

preferred option afterwards).

counterparts (see figure 7). They also expressed a high
degree of confidence about their decision to shop online
(80%): it seemed they had made their choice (see figure 8).

Anticipated regret
is more reflective of
ingrained behaviour.

But how do we know whether this change will stay? In order
to explore whether these shoppers stay loyal to the online
channel, and automatically repeat this behaviour in the
future, we looked at anticipated regret.

Figure 7 Shopping preferences by levels of internal conflict

Q: As restrictions get eased, if you wanted to buy something from a retail store that sells only non-essential items
(like clothing, shoes, home goods, sporting goods, jewellery, furniture, etc.), would you…?

~x3

100%

79%

80%
60%

43%

46%

40%
20%

5%

16%

11%

0%
Non-conflicted
want to go out shopping and not
wanting or indifferent to stay at
home to protect from Covid-19

Just do without

Conflicted
want to go out shopping
now and also stay at home
to protect from Covid-19

Go out to shop for it at a retail store, as restrictions allow

Order it online

Source: Ipsos online study in US, China, France and Italy, May 22nd to June 5th 2020, N = 4018
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We found that conflicted shoppers who ultimately shopped

Anticipated regret indicates consumers’ “choice stickiness”

online showed greater anticipated regret about their decision

and allows us to determine whether a special effort has to

than those who were not conflicted about what to do.

be made in any aspects of the customer experience in order
to turn an encouraged behaviour into a more natural and,

Importantly, higher levels of anticipated regret indicate that

ultimately, lasting behaviour.

conflicted online shoppers would be more on the lookout for
reasons to resume former behaviours, and even potentially
postpone purchases in order to do so. Inner conflict is,
in this way, a key indicator of the temporary nature of
behaviours.
So, even though customers might be certain that they
will engage in new behaviours, for example to adapt to a
new context, measuring anticipated regret allows us to
evaluate how stable the new intended behaviour might
be in the longer term. This difference between certainty
and anticipated regret is critical for researchers who may
need to understand the difference between context-related

Consumers who opted
to order online as
a solution to their
inner conflict still
needed to be converted
into loyal, “mindless”
online shoppers.

behaviours and more ingrained ones.

Figure 8 Mean confidence and anticipated regret about the decision to shop online

Conflicted respondents show similar levels of confidence but higher anticipated regret than non-conflicted respondents
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
Confidence
Non-conflicted respondents

Regret
Conflicted respondents (wanting both to stay home and shop in-store)

Confidence: How confident do you think you would be about this decision to shop online?
Regret: How much do you think you would regret this decision to shop online?
Source: Ipsos online study in US, China, France and Italy, May 22nd to June 5th 2020, N = 1469
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“Even if customers are certain
that they will engage in new
behaviours to adapt to a new
context, measuring anticipated
regret allows us to evaluate how
stable this intended behaviour
might be in the longer term.”
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BEHAVIOUR INTENT
Anticipated regret is a consistent
driver across different types
of decision-making profiles –
as seen in Covid-19
vaccination intent.

that anticipated regret is generally a stronger predictor
of vaccination intentions and behaviour than other risk
appraisal indicators. It is also assumed that this may be
because anticipated regret captures a combination cognition
and affect 5 – i.e. emotional experience.
To test this, we designed a survey that would dive deeply into
the question of how risk assessment and anticipated regret

When it comes to understanding vaccination intent or

are related to vaccination hesitancy.

its counterpart, vaccination hesitancy, at Ipsos we take
a holistic view looking at different potential drivers that

In this study, conducted in France in October 2020, we

might be at play, such as motivation, ability, information

asked each respondent to indicate: their intent to get

processing, or social context.4

vaccinated once a vaccine becomes available, how much
they think getting vaccinated for Covid-19 would be riskier

Here we specifically focus on the importance of an

for than being infected, and how much they would regret not

individual’s thoughts and feelings to better understand

getting vaccinated if they were to get infected.

vaccination intent.
We indeed observed that anticipated regret is more strongly
Numerous scientific studies have shown that both the

correlated with vaccination hesitancy than the perceived

perceived risk of a vaccine and the anticipated regret

risks of the vaccine and of the virus (see figure 9).

correlate reliably with getting vaccinated. Research indicates

Figure 9 Vaccine hesitancy: perceived risk vs. anticpated regret of infection
Overall, vaccination hesitancy is more correlated with anticipated Regret than with perceived relative risk
Q: If a Covid-19 vaccine was available, would you get vaccinated? [negative or hesitant accounted as “hesitant”]
vs. Do you think getting vaccinated for COVID 19 would be riskier for your health than being infected?
vs. How much would you regret not getting vaccinated against Covid-19 if you get infected?
Perceived risk of vaccine vs. Covid-19

Anticipated regret of getting infected if not vaccinated

79%

54%

40%
20%
0%

Vaccine perceived
as low risk vs.
getting infected

Vaccine perceived
as high risk vs.
getting infected

Source: Ipsos online study in France, October 2020, N = 500
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Vaccination hesitancy (%)

Vaccination hesitancy (%)

x1.5

80%
60%

x2

100%

100%

99%

80%
60%

50%

40%
20%
0%

High
anticipated
regret

Low
anticipated
regret

Additionally, and more importantly, we also assessed

anticipated regret and vaccination intent should differ according

respondents’ ability to detect and disregard mindless, or heuristic-

to respondents’ ability to inhibit possibly misleading, affective

based thinking that might derail them from making mindful, logical

gut feelings.

decisions. Respondents were asked to solve relatively simple
logic tasks framed in such a way that the automatic “gut feeling”

As expected, we found that anticipated regret is consistently a

answer would be incorrect. We also asked respondents how sure

powerful determinant of vaccination intent across respondents.

they were about their answers. This allowed us to classify them

Anticipated regret has a strong effect upon vaccine hesitancy

according to their ability to detect flaws in their automatic answers

for people with high and low gut thinking inhibition abilities, i.e.

and inhibit misleading, automatic, or mindless thinking.

whether they tend to block their automatic reasoning or not. On

†

the other hand, perceived risk of the vaccine strongly impacts
The risk assessment question taps into more cognitive thinking

vaccination intent only for people with high inhibition abilities

while the anticipated regret one captures both cognitive and

(see figure 10).

affective responses. Thus, the relationships between risk,

Figure 10 Impact of automatic reasoning inhibition on indicators of vaccination intent

Respondents inhibiting mindless automatic reasoning

x1.7

80%
60%

49%

40%
20%
49%
0%
Low perceived risk of vaccine

100%

83%
Vaccination hesitancy (%)

Vaccination hesitancy (%)

100%

83%

x1.9

80%
60%

49%

40%
20%
52%
0%
High anticipated regret

High risk

97%

97%
Low anticipated regret

Respondents not inhibiting mindless automatic reasoning
100%

x1.2

80%
60%

71%

58%

40%
20%
0%
Low perceived risk of vaccine

High risk

Vaccination hesitancy (%)

Vaccination hesitancy (%)

100%

x2

100%

80%
60%

49%

40%
20%
0%
High anticipated regret

Low anticipated regret

Source: Ipsos online study in France, October 2020, N = 500

†

People who inhibit “gut feeling” mindless shortcuts because they detect conflict are not necessarily able to find the correct answer (they are
not necessarily smarter!). They’re just less likely to take the shortest way to reach an answer without detecting that the shortest way might
be wrong. Conversely, people prone to taking the «gut feeling» shortcuts are not less intelligent. They’re just less likely to detect errors in
their automatic reasoning.
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Our results show that measuring anticipated regret brings

For researchers, this shows that framing a question with

additional value to the researcher, allowing them to capture

anticipated regret allows us to decisively capture attitudes or

both mindful cognitive and mindless “gut” based processes

preferences from a larger population than by asking apparently

driving the decisions people make. More importantly, this

more straightforward, logical or rational questions.

applies whatever their ability to inhibit potentially misleading
automatic thinking is.

We observed that
anticipated regret is
consistently more
strongly correlated with
vaccination hesitancy than
the perceived risks of the
vaccine and of the virus.

16
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LEARNING FROM REGRETS
It is clear from these three examples that regret is a key

•

Then, the level of conflict you have created can be

construct for better understanding the cognitive processes

measured via regret. This is a strong indicator of

related to behaviour change. It is also important to consider

whether actions, such as advertising, will create the

the role of context and external influences when looking at
how regret and internal factors affect the choices that people

behaviour change you desire.
•

Regret and anticipated regret can also be used as a

make (see figure 11). But our research on regret shows the

telling sign of consumers’ potential for behavioural

following:

change. It can show, for example, how fixed a
consumer’s current brand choice is in their mind.

•

You can disrupt the consumer decision-making

•

By enabling consumers to anticipate that they might

process by adding conflict, tipping the scale from more

feel regret if they act as they intend to, you can also

automatic to deliberate decision-making. Disruptions

disrupt their decision-making process, and get a better

can take the form of ads, new packaging, and other

chance to drive them to change.

such interventions.

EX
T

Figure 11 A holistic view of how people make brand choices
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MAKING THE MOST OF OUR REGRETS: KEY POINTS

1

REGRET IS A POWERFUL
INDICATOR OF POTENTIAL FOR

2

AS A MEASURE OF INTERNAL
CONFLICT, REGRET CAN REVEAL
HOW MUCH PEOPLE ARE WEIGHING

BEHAVIOUR CHANGE.

UP OPTIONS AND WHETHER
EXTERNAL INTERVENTIONS
IMPACT THIS.

3

EXPRESSING REGRET FOR PAST
ACTIONS CAN BE A TELLING SIGN

4

ANTICIPATED REGRET SHOWS
HOW FIXED INTENDED CHOICES
OR ACTIONS ARE.

THAT SOMEONE WILL MAKE A
DIFFERENT CHOICE IN THE FUTURE.

5

18

SUGGESTING THAT SOMEONE
MAY REGRET A DECISION

6

TAPPING INTO REGRET CAN
GIVE US A BETTER IDEA OF

ENCOURAGES THEM TO

ATTITUDES AND PREFERENCES

REFLECT MORE MINDFULLY,

– WHETHER CHOICES ARE

CREATING AN OPPORTUNITY

MADE IN A MORE MINDFUL

FOR CHANGE.

OR MINDLESS WAY.
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